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We use batteries every day. From cell phones that need to be charged every night to the heavy lead-acid types that start our cars, batteries are an important part of ...
Professor Hanington's Speaking of Science: Move over lithium, make way for sodium batteries
For renewable energy and energy storage technologies, variation is the name of the game. The intensity of the natural resources that provide renewable energy varies from day to day, as well as season ...
Converting renewable electricity into stable molecules could provide long-term energy storage
Dr. Linda Little, assistant director of the IBEW/NECA Electrical Industry Training Center, helped pioneer national training in electric vehicle infrastructure.
IBEW/NECA Electrical Industry Training Center’s Little Honored by Two St. Louis Business Publications
Higher-volume production of battery-powered vehicles is driving the development of high-performance polymers with improved properties to meet the needs of electric propulsion The market for battery-po ...
Electric Vehicles Drive Performance Polymers
Our Next Energy, Inc. is focused on developing a battery-pack structure that the company believes will improve battery performance and safety.
Range anxiety in the rearview?
For more than 25 years, the Advanced Photon Source's intense X-rays have enabled important breakthroughs. With a massive upgrade in the works, scientists will be able to see things at scale never seen ...
Bringing discoveries to light: X-ray science at Argonne
If you hear us using the sounds which push through those kinds of speakers which are made for a DJ or that kind of vibe, that’s the Miami aesthetic filtering itself through our sound.” A collaboration ...
‘It’s nice to live on that edge’: Duo that met at UM fuses elements of jazz, techno
After an imaginary dialogue on the importance of chemistry, between a provincial physician and ... through topics such as gravity, crystallization and electricity, to the detail of the actions of ...
The Elements of Medical Chemistry
For years there have been articles claiming that battery-electric vehicles (BEVs) are as bad as internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) because they are charged with coal-fired electricity and ...
Electric Vehicles Are Even Better Than We Thought
A cohort of U.S. lead battery companies today announced a collaboration with the U.S. Department of Energy's Argonne National Laboratory and The University of Toledo (UToledo) to improve battery ...
Lead Battery Manufacturers, Argonne National Laboratory and The University of Toledo Join Forces
The electrical engineering program provides a solid foundation ... The Jonsson School also offers a wide choice of electives, emphasizes the importance of communication skills and seeks to heighten ...
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Boston startup Form Energy has secured $200 million Series D funding for the development of what is being called a breakthrough in energy storage.
Multi-day iron-air batteries reach commercialization… at one tenth of the cost of lithium
Joby Aero Inc. (“Joby”), a California-based company developing an all-electric air taxi for commercial passenger service, today announced it had achie ...
Joby Completes Flight of More Than 150 Miles with Electric Vertical Take-Off Air Taxi
Nearly 2,000 companies and other groups have already engaged with Washington officials about infrastructure this year, according to filings, and the intensity is expected to pick up.
Prospect of massive economic packages unleashes lobbying bonanza in Washington
After a record-setting quarter, CEO Elon Musk said Tesla has too many cell formats and chemistries right now, inhibiting progress.
Tesla needs to remedy "Baskin-Robbins of batteries" situation, says Musk
Fuel standards programs such as the federal Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS-2) and California’s Low-Carbon Fuels Standard (LCFS) have incentivized fuel producers to innovate and create new renewable ...
Battle Of The Biofuels: Renewable Diesel vs. Biodiesel
The former longtime banking exec talks to ThinkAdvisor about China, how tech can stifle productivity and how 1900s brokerages served women.
U.S. Locked in Economic 'Death Match' With China: Richard Vague
The results were published in the Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters ... Like temperature and pressure, the magnetic field is an important basic thermodynamic parameter, which can directly ...
High magnetic fields control both rate and product of chemical reactions
Simon Cotton, Senior Lecturer in Chemistry, University of Birmingham and Peter Raymond Slater, Professor of Materials Chemistry, University of Birmingham “Gigafactories” could one day be churning out ...
Electric vehicle batteries: what will they look like in the future?
Candidates who are interested to join in Oil India, here comes a golden opportunity for you all. The Oil India Limited (OIL) has invited applications from candidates for the various posts of ...
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